
a green 
approach 
to washroom 
products

Futures Supplies’ ethos is to deliver service,
quality, value and reliability through
innovation and technology, whilst tackling
long-term sustainability. Today we bring
you Katrin products for people who care.
Washroom solutions from an environmentally conscious company
delivered to you by a responsible company committed to the
protection of the environment, future generations and to 
delivering sustainable products to customers who care.

Caring for the environment needn’t cost the earth – providing
effective washroom solutions may actually help save it!

www.futures-supplies.co.uk

the most important
room in the world



Katrin Zig Zag, Non Stop and One Stop Hand Towels are
individually dispensed open and ready for use, unlike
conventional C-fold which is often dispensed in clumps and
presents closed. Katrin towels prevent unnecessary waste,
controlling consumption and are labour saving. Impossible
to touch more than one towel at a time, they are hygienic,
minimise wastage and give maximum performance saving
money and are kinder to the environment. 
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Katrin’s concept for saving resources is
called ‘less is more’. it minimises paper
consumption and hygiene risks thanks to
high absorption capacity along with the
right size sheet to do the job

� 34455 Katrin Non Stop
Product code: 002.008
1ply White
23.5 x 24cm
14 x 250 sheets
3,500 per case

� 36180 Katrin Zig Zag
Product code: 002.004
2ply White
23.2 x 23cm
20 x150 sheets
3,000 per case

less is more

� 34300 Katrin Non Stop
Product code: 002.005
2ply White
23.5 x 24cm
15 x 150 sheets
2,250 per case

reduced paper
consumption saves
work, money and the
environment and
lower hygiene risks
lead to better health

� 46465 Katrin Centerfeed
Product code: 002.031
2ply White
20.5cm wide x 60m long
214 sheets
12 rolls per case

using the right product for the
right job cuts consumption,
optimises efficiency, minimises
wastage and gives maximum
performance saving money and
is kinder to the environment

� 34401 Katrin One Stop
Product code: 002.006R
3ply White
23.5 x 34cm
21 x 90 sheets
1,890 per case

hand towel solutions

katrin zig zag, non stop and one stop hand towels
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environmental considerations
Metsa Tissue believes the planet should be cherished.
environmental considerations feature at every stage 
of its production process and environmental good
practice is an on going mission

energy
Committed to reducing energy and using environmentally friendly alternatives. Metsa Tissue:
• maximise the use of non-fossil fuels which produce less carbon dioxide
• don’t use ‘through-air-drying’ technology in its production process as the process is 

deemed to use too much energy to meet swan label criteria

fibre
The main natural resource used in the production of tissue paper, fibre, is used in two
forms by Metsa Tissue:
• recycled fibres wherever they provide adequate quality for the final product, with over 

50% sourced close to the Metsa Tissue Mills
• virgin fibres supplied by sister company Metsa Botnia who lead the field in 

environmental good practice 

water
An important commodity in the production of tissue paper production. Metsa Tissue:
• use a close circuit water system to limit consumption and are leaders in the 

sustainable use of water resources
• rigorously clean, to remove harmful pollutants, water used in the production process

air
Reducing air emissions associated with the production process through reducing energy
consumption, Metsa Tissue:
• do not to use energy intensive production processes such as TAD and is striving to find 

less polluting technologies.
• invest in modern technology which uses wood based fuels and utilise the sludge waste

to produce energy 

packaging
Although it’s necessary to package tissue products for hygiene reasons, Metsa Tissue:
• minimise its packaging with the help of a dedicated product development team 
• use environmentally friendly recyclable packaging only from companies who meet 

certified environmental and quality standards

logistics
Transport is an unavoidable part of business so Metsa Tissue:
• implemented a policy that railways and waterways are used whenever possible 

for transport
• materials are sourced as close to the mill as possible and from ISO certified companies

illustrating
commitment 
to quality

illustrating
commitment to
the environment



Mini Jumbo Toilet Tissue rolls are equivalent to
up to eight conventional toilet rolls, labour
saving as the they last much longer and need
changing less frequently helping to minimise
waste, labour and pilferage reducing usage
resulting in cost savings and providing
environmental benefits.

� 19502 Katrin Bulk 
Pack Toilet Tissue

Product code: 001.008
2ply white
300 sheets
30 packs per case

less is more

� 15600 Katrin System
Product code: 001.025 
Toilet Tissue
2ply white
100m – 800 sheets
36 rolls per case

� 10610 Katrin Mini 
Jumbo Toilet Tissue

Product code: 001.004
2ply white
200m – 1,600 sheets
12 rolls per case
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toilet tissue solutions

using the right product for the right job
cuts consumption, optimises efficiency,
minimises wastage and gives maximum
performance saving money and kinder 
to the environment

Bulk Pack Toilet Tissue provides an individual dispensing top up system
which prevents the need for the disposal of ‘end rolls’, controls pilferage,
reduces overall usage and never run out resulting in cost savings and
environmental benefits.

System Toilet Tissue rolls are equivalent to
up to 4 conventional toilet rolls, and have 
a paperflow breaking mechanism, labour
saving as they last much longer and need
changing less frequently helping to minimise
waste, labour and pilferage reducing usage
resulting in cost savings and providing
environmental benefits.

bulk pack toilet tissue

mini jumbo toilet tissue

system toilet tissue

Supported by Metsa Tissue
All data and information is for the sole purpose of giving a general informed purchasing choice and has been collated in partnership with 
a third party manufacturers, therefore Futures Supplies and Support Services Ltd does not control or endorse the contents in any way.
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Unit 1 Valley Point Industrial Estate 
Beddington Farm Road, Croydon CR0 4WP
www.futures-supplies.co.uk Tel: 020 8689 2072               
info@futures-supplies.co.uk Fax: 020 8689 6027

environmental labels
nordic swan
This is the world's first multi-national, eco-labelling scheme. The Nordic environmental label 
is a neutral, independent label which guarantees that the labelled products meet high
environmental and quality standards. Only products which satisfy strict environmental
requirements on the basis of objective assessments are allowed to display the environmental
product label. www.svanen.nu/Eng/about

eu flower
A voluntary scheme designed to encourage businesses to market products and services that
are kinder to the environment and for European consumers – including public and private
purchasers – to easily identify them. You can find the Flower throughout the European Union
as well as in Norway, Liechtenstein and Iceland. The European Eco-label is part of a broader
strategy aimed at promoting sustainable consumption and production. www.eco-label.com

the forest stewardship council
The Forest Stewardship Council is an international non-profit organisation founded in 1993 to
support environmentally appropriate, socially beneficial, and economically viable management
of the world's forests. Public concern about the impacts of forest management has spurred a
growing interest in forest product certification, and in turn has led to a proliferation of genuine
independent timber certification programmes, and self-labelling initiatives www.fscoax.org

Don’t forget to recycle me!


